The 
Introduction
In DCS design, channel encoding enhances the bits in error rate by added redundancy. The data sequences and parity bits are transformed into coded words. (Proakis, 1995) . Improved performances are shown with increased encoder's memory in CC. Similarly, for block codes increased codeword length, by the raise in encoder memory size the decoder complexity based on maximum likelihood (ML) would increase. The recent task for coding and Message bit Scientists is, How to design a powerful and practical code with performance close to the Shannon's capacity limit?
This devised scheme is used in construction of Serially Concatenated Convolutional Codes (turbo codes) this approach is applied (Berrou et. al., 1994) . "Turbo Codes" have emerged as the latest updates in coding theory. Serially Concatenation version of CC comprises of two RSCC encoders. The information bits passed in to 1st RSCC encoder and, the permuted version of output bit sequence is presented to second RSCC encoder. Using decoding process which is iterative in nature, SCCC achieves low BER which is approximately close to Shannon limit theorem.
In Turbo Decoding Algorithm two decoders are employed, each turn out approximation of symbol. Communication of information between decoders while operating in (SISO) mode. This research is designed and analyzed the SCCC encoding and decoder using BCJR and Turbo Decoding Algorithm.
Methodology

SCCC ENCODER
The input bit sequence is encoded utilizing two constituent component codes, which are recursive in nature. The output of external encoder is feed to the Inner encoder. The input to the inner encoder is the interleaved edition of the output of outer encoder. The input symbols at the input of encoder is g'={g'0, g'1, . . ., g'n-1}, where each g'i belongs to {0, 1}. After adding zeros the data sequence becomes, g = {go, g1, . . . , gN-1}. Sequence is equal to the data sequence. v t (1) = g' t , t = 0 , 1, . . . , N -1. Second, the input is fed in RSCC encoder, resulting in a {vo(2), v1(2) , . . . , vN-1(2) }. The coded sequence {vo(2),v1(2), . . .,vN-1(2)} is first fed in to the interleaver which results as ulnter=π(v').
This interleaved sequence ulnter is fed in to the RSCC encoder, which is, vt(3) ={vo(3),v1(3), . . . ,vN-1(3)}. The outputs of SCCC encoder are code rate Rv =1/2.
The channels may be characterizes with different types of errors. Burst error causes lost to contiguous symbol bits. In account, decoding schemes should be devised. If the conversion and encoding of data occur in such a way that burst error encountered across the channel and seems to be a random error. Interleaving performed at the encoder mitigates the effects of burst error along different fading channels. Fading is a phenomenon which occurs due to time diversity. A number of diversity methods are used to drop down channel impairment effects either by randomizing occurred burst error.
There is minimum correlation among interleaved version of feed bits so burst errors can be converted into random error. Thus burst error may be healed off using existing schemes to cope with random error. Different choices of interleavers include random interleavers, block interleavers along with helical interleaver. In this research, Smart SCCC code utilizes random interleaver. When random interleaver is utilized, it is hard to find the correlation among input bits sequence.
PCCC Encoder
Schematic diagram of PCCC encoder is shown in Figure 3 . The input bits are coded using two component codes. Component codes are RSCC. The input symbols block are at the input of encoder is u'= { u'o, u'1, . . . , u'n-1}, where each u'i belongs to alphabet A ɛ {0, 1}. After appending zeros the message sequence becomes u = {uo, u1, . . . , uN-1}. In the encoder block diagram, the input sequence u' is used in three ways.
First, coded sequence is exactly equal to the message sequence. ct(1) = u't , t = 0 , 1, . . . , N -1. Second, the input sequence fed in to the first RSCC encoder, resulting in a coded plus parity sequence {co( 2 ) , c1(2 ) , . . . , cN-1(2) }.Third, the message sequence u' is first passed through the interleaver which permutes the message sequence as ulnter = π (u'). This interleaved sequence ulnter is passed through RSCC encoder, which produces the output sequences ct(3) ={co( 3 ) , c1 (3) , . . . , cN-1(3) }. The outputs of PCCCencoder are multiplex together, resulting code rate Rc =1/3.
, c N-1 ( 2 ) ,c N-1 ( 3 ) )} Because of interleaving the codes have two sets of parity information c(2) and c(3), which are fairly independent. Using puncturing before multiplexing we obtain the higher data rates, as shown in Figure5. 
SCCC Decoding
The decoding for Serially & Parallel Concatenated Codes is accomplished by two local optimum decoders connected or cascaded to each other (Phillip, 2005) . This research utilized both decoders with BCJR algorithm to accomplish the task. The inner and outer decoders are cascaded serially and they exchange the information about the decoded binary digits. Although they are different from PCCC but the BCJR algorithm or forwardbackward algorithm works with serially cascaded codes. This is not heuristic. The secret to application of BCJR to SCCC and PCCC is that there are some systematic changes are made. They are less assumption and more these are systematic changes. The following points are to be kept in mind before decoding is done. Firstly, the code rate for inner and outer codes is different. Secondly, posterior probabilities of outer code and inner code are used iteratively to reach a consensus. The SCCC decoding algorithm operation is shown in Figure 6 . 
BCJR Algorithm
BCJR algorithm is also known as forwardbackward algorithm. This decoding algorithm is used in decoding of concatenated or cascade codes. As various versions or factions of cascading are practiced, the BCJR algorithm works for some factions of concatenated codes easily and for some versions with suitable changes or assumptions. The key feature of BCJR or forward-backward algorithm is to reduce decoding complexity and it does a soft decoding. This is no less than Viterbi decoding or Trellis decoding. In BCJR algorithm, intrinsic and extrinsic information is utilized in computing the probability of input binary digits. The detailed example of BCJR algorithm will be presented shortly. The BCJR machinery decodes the received bit sequence.
Convolutional Encoding
The input data sequence is represented by m.
Each element of m consists of b binary digits or tuples.
The size of encoder's memory is denoted by s. The input data sequence should be appended by s 0's before feeding it to the encoder. The zero appended data sequence is represented by m'. By appending s 0's will leave the encoder in known state. The size of appended data sequence is J+s.
The output of encoder for appended input data sequence is referred as encoded sequence and represented by w. Each element in data sequence w consists of B binary digits with B > b.
BPSK modulation is done on the output of the convolutional encoder and is referred as modulated string. Modulated string is represented by p(t). The 0's in p(t) are mapped to -1's and 1's remained unchanged. This mapping may be achieved by this function:
After passing through the channel the sequence is referred as outcome string and is represented by F = { F(1) F(2) … F(J+s) }. The channel noise is represented by ŋ(t). ŋ(t) is a Random, ZM and Gaussian. The time instances are represented by subscripted k. k-represents past time instance and k+ indicates future instance. The encoder may be in one of P positions. Total possible positions for the encoder are 2s.
After every time instance, the encoder may be in the same or another position. The sequence of positions is represented by S. S is an array and contents of S represents the positions followed by time instances. The size of array S = M, indeed M = J+s. We have used k to represent the subscript of the array. So, s(k) represents the position of encoder at time instance, k. The array may be initialized by {0}. This leads that the initial position of the encoder is an all cleared position. The change in position of the encoder is referred as position switching. The position switches from position p1 to p2. Where p1 and p2 belongs to P and p1 ≠ p2 is not necessary. The specific input which results in position switching in response of encoder is denoted as m'(p1,p2). In result of this position switching, the corresponding mapping symbols are represented as p(p1,p2).
Posterior Probability
At the receiver end two operations are done; detection and decoding. The position-switching are stored in array S and is utilized in soft decoding procedure. The decoder transverses the array and approximates the sent bits. In order to accomplish this task, BCJR algorithm eminently utilizes the probability calculations of position switching to another position in order to find the analogous probability of sent bits which is now related to the contents of array S.
The position switching is a Markov Process. A Markov Process is associated with random variables, the chance that encoder will be in a particular future position, at a specific instance, depends only on the current position and does not depends on any precedent positions. In connection to the statement passed, the exponential outcome sequence is partitioned in three classes, ' .
Where F-represents signal before time instance k. Similarly F' represents signal at time k and F+ represents signal after time k.
By markovity Eq. 3 becomes,
In Eq. 4 the joint probability P(S(k),F-) is denoted by A(k, p1).
( , 1 ) ( ( 1 ) ,
Similarly,
The posterior probability for position switching
Eq. 8 
Recursive Algorithm to find A's
Conditional probabilities 
Let us find the Marginal probabilities
Utilizing conditioning factorization
Eq. 14 In Trellis pass A-Probabilities are regarding the forward pass; means they are initiated from start on initial set, A(0,p1) with p1 є P (total possible positions for the encoder).
Recursive Algorithm to Find Z's
A good estimation of Z (k, p2), probabilities associated with the backward pass, is possible if Z (k+1, p2) are priory known  positions in which the convolutional encoder can be. This recursive definition of Z's is known as backward pass. The procedure to find recursive relationship for Z's is demonstrated here:
Eq. 15
With definition for F Marginal form of probabilities from Joint form yields,
Eq. 22
Initial Assignments for A's and Z's pass
The initial assignments for A's and Z's are done in this way. As the encoder memory elements are all cleared at start so p1 = 0. 0 indicates that all memory contents are cleared. So probability factor in position 0 for A(k=0) are initialized as In the same fashion, the initial assignments for Z's are done in this way. As the encoder memory elements finishes in a known position i.e. all cleared position so initialize
Where M is the size of S, ' 1, 2 The coded sequence which is punctured is transmitted over a noisy channel (AWGN & Rayleigh Fading). The received sequence y is demultiplexed into sequences y(1) corresponding to c(1), y(2) corresponding to c(2) and y(3) corresponding to c(3) .
PCCC Decoding Algorithm
The PCCC decoding algorithm operation is shown in Figure. The received sequence y(1) ,y(2) (consociated with the first encoder) are fed into decoder-I. The decoder-I produces probabilities of bits which are conditioned on the observed data, probabilities of bits are referred as extrinsic probabilities. The interleaved version of output of decoder-I are fed in to the decoder-II, where output of decoder-I are used as "prior" probabilities, along which is y(1) (interleaved) and y(2) are as an input to decoder-II. The extrinsic probabilities of decoder-II are de-interleaved and passed back to become prior probabilities to decoder-I. The process of communicating information probability back and forth continues until maximum number of iterations is accomplished or till the decoder specifies that decoding process is converged.
Analysis
The Figure below shows the performance comparison of PCCC and SCCC on faded channel and SCCC performs better in terms of BER as compared to PCCC, the BER of SCCC at SNR=10dB is 10-6 and PCCC is 10-4. The Figure 9 shows the performance of PCCC and SCCC on Rayleigh Faded channel using TDA and simulation results shows SCCC performs better as compared to PCCC. The main title (on the first page) should begin 1-3/8 inches (3.49 cm) from the top edge of the page, centered, and in Times 14-point, boldface type. Capitalize the first letter of nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs; do not capitalize articles, coordinate conjunctions, or prepositions (unless the title begins with such a word). Leave two 12-point blank lines after the title.
Conclusion
"Performance comparison of SCCC & PCCC on faded Channels", conferred iterative decoder with SCCC. Smart SCCC & PCCC coding and decoding algorithm has executed close to Shannon capacity. Thus, the bits in error rate of these SCCC codes is much improved than their PCCC counter codes. A variable forward error control system can be implemented with puncturing and rate-compatibility.
The computer based simulation results show that SCCC is an influential forward error correction coding technique that works with channels having certain SNR circumstances. There are featuring factors needed to be careful in Smart SCCC coding & decoding. As the decoding process is iterative, so yielding lower BER is conditioned to number of iterations. In order to drop the BER, if increases the iterations, it will affect the decoding latency. Further, the bit in error or BER surrenders provided the frame size larger. The proceeding in this manner also effects the decoding time. Moreover, another key factor to be considered in decoding procedure is code rate. The bandwidth needs increases for higher coding rate. The chief hitch of SCCC is their complex design, and decoding time. The simulation results also show that SCCC performs better under Fading channels as compared to PCCC.
